REGINA DOMINICAN
SUMMER PROGRAMS 2019

ACADEMICS
ENRICHMENT
ACADEMICS&
& ENRICHMENT
Course/Camp
Algebra Boot Camp

Times

Dates

9:00-11:00

8/5-8/7

Grades Cost
8-12

$200

Build mathematical confidence and develop a deeper working knowledge of the concepts and
skills that form the foundation of Algebra. Whether jump-starting success with high school mathematics or for a confidence-boosting review, Algebra Boot Camp can help start the school year on
the right foot. During Book Camp you will review essential algebra skills, learn how to use your TI
Graphing Calculator effectively, work on your summer mathematics assignment, and practice the
skills necessary for success on all standardized tests.
These high interest, low stress sessions will provide you with a positive learning experience where
you can begin the new school year with self assurance! iPads are required.

Creative Writing

8:30-12:00

7/1-7/3

5, 6

$200

12:30-4:00

7/1-7/3

7, 8

$200

Have you ever wanted to write from a narwhal’s point of view? Or, describe that perfect game you
won? Then come join us for a week of story creation. This camp will provide a fun and creative
environment where you can let your ideas fly! Set all those story ideas on paper with Regina
Dominican faculty and students leading a variety of creative writing projects.

CSI

8:30-11:00

7/8-7/11

6-8

$200

Explore the science behind a criminal investigation. Students will increase and strengthen their
laboratory skills by analyzing the evidence: blood spatter, handwriting, hair and fibers, fingerprints,
and more. All activities are hands-on in the lab!

Course/Camp
Exploring Your Artistic Voice:
Fine Arts Camp

Times

Dates

9:00-3:30

6/17-6/20

Grades Cost
5-8

$350

This Regina Dominican Fine Arts Camp allows you to truly explore all aspects of fine arts with
individualized attention. The camp is composed of four concentrations:
Expression through Music - Students will explore their spontaneous expressiveness through
rhythm. They will explore emotions, stories and even pictures through improvisation or rhythm
instruments culminating in sharing their creation with others in the class.
Making Memories - Students will explore their artistic voice through dance technique and choreography. Working collaboratively with others, students will creatively and expressively generate
choreography based on their favorite memories. At the end of the week, students will have
choreographed their own dance based on their exploration.
The Art of Visual Journaling - Students will explore their artistic voice through daily themes as
well as various media and techniques. They will examine their relationships with nature and our
concept of beauty through painting, drawing, collage and mixed media. Students will have an
opportunity to compile these with written components to create a journal which will be shown
at the end of the workshop during the portfolio session.
The Actor’s Voice - Students will explore the use of their voice in acting. They will talk about
support and breathing, diction, tone, pitch, accents and dialects. Students will take the skills
used in this class to perform a short radio play at the end of the week, showcasing the vocal
techniques they cultivated.

Girls Who Code

8:30-12:00

6/17-6/20

6-12

$200

Got an idea for an app? Learn how to make it happen at the Regina Dominican Coding Camp!
In this camp, you’ll learn the basics of coding to help transform your idea into an app, using the
same programming language that app store programmers use. The camp will get you started in
programming, and you’ll get a behind the scenes look at actual apps in the app store.
No experience required!

REGISTER
AT
$150
This class will introduce the student to the wonders of Greek mythology, focusing on theRDHS.ORG
Twelve
Intro to Greek Mythology

9:00-11:00

7/15-7/18

5, 6

Labors of Hercules. Activities include books, videos, arts and crafts, and an escape room.

Around the World With
Cinderella

9:00-11:00

7/8-7/11

5, 6

Preaching Through the Arts
$150

Students will make passports and read versions of Cinderella from several continents. They will
also compare and contrast a few stories, as well as write their own. The week will end with a
scavenger hunt!

8:30-11:30

7/8-7/11

6-8

$210

Need some ideas on how to use your art/creativity to make yourself and the world around you a
better place? Join us for a week of embracing beauty and joy through art and prayer. No artistic
experience is necessary, just an interest in exploring how to follow the example of St. Dominic,
St. Catherine of Siena, and other Dominicans who have found creative and artistic ways to share
God’s love and beauty with the world.

Culinary Camp

REGISTER AT
RDHS.ORG

8:30-11:30

6/24-6/27

7-9

$200

Drop the easy-bake oven and join the summer Culinary Camp as we explore new flavors, learn
terms and techniques, become passionate about creations, and take pride in what we make.
Best of all, you get to eat your masterpiece!

REGISTER AT RDHS.ORG

